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Click here  to see ISWôs interactive map of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. This map is 
updated daily alongside the static maps present in this report.  

Click here  to access ISWôs archive of interactive time-lapse maps of the Russian invasion 
of Ukraine. These maps complement the static control -of -terrain map that ISW produces 
daily by showing a dynamic frontlin e. ISW will update this time -lapse map archive 
monthly.  

Note: The data cutoff for this product was 12:30pm ET on July 30. ISW will cover 
subsequent reports in the July 31 Russian Offensive Campaign Assessment.  

The lack of Russian milblogger reaction to a U krainian strike on the Chonhar bridge 
represents a notable inflection in Russian reporting on the war in Ukraine and may 
suggest that the Kremlin has directed Russian milbloggers to refrain from covering 
certain topics. The Ukrainian Armed Forces announced on July 29 that Ukrainian forces successfully 
struck the Chonhar bridge on the M -18 (Dzhankoi-Melitopol) highway between occupied Crimea and 
occupied Kherson Oblast.[1]  ISW has not observed any Russian milblogger discussion about the 
Ukrainian strike or R ussian milbloggers promoting Kherson Oblast occupation administration head 
Vladimir Saldoôs claim that Russian forces intercepted 12 Ukrainian Strom Shadow cruise missiles 
targeting the bridge.[2]  The only other Russian source to comment on the strikes was a local Russian 
news Telegram channel, which amplified alleged claims from Russian tourists in the area about the 
bridge being closed to traffic.[3]  Russian milbloggers responded to a Ukrainian strike on t he Chonhar 
bridge on June 22 with widespread outrage and concern, and Russian milbloggers routinely comment 
on both successful and allegedly unsuccessful Ukrainian strikes on Russian logistics.[4]  The Chonhar 
bridge is a notable bottleneck along a critical Russian ground line of communication (GLOC), and it is 
highly unlikely that Russian milbloggers would voluntarily ignore a successful or unsuccessful 
Ukrainian strike on the bridge. ISW has previously assessed that select Russian milbloggers may be 
shaping their coverage of the war in Ukraine in ways more favorable to Kremlin narratives out of fear 
of Kremlin punishment following the removal of prominent critical voices in the Russian information 
space, particularly pro-war critic Igor Girkin and Wagner Gr oup financier Yevgeny Prigozhin.[5]  
General fear of Kremlin punishment would not likely result in such near -universal lack of coverage of a 
dramatic event, however, and it is more likely that a specific Kremlin directive not to cover disruptions 
to critica l GLOCs caused this lack of reporting. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin disingenuously framed the ongoing Ukrainian 
counteroffensive as inhibiting prospects for negotiations. During a press conference at the 
Russia-Africa Summit on July 29, Putin accused Ukraine of launching a large-scale offensive so that 
Russia cannot discuss a ceasefire while its troops are defending against Ukrainian attacks.[6]  Russian 
officials have previously weaponized the mention of negotiations in order to accuse Ukraine of being 
the party unwilling to enter into negotiations discussions, and Putin is likely using discussions of the 
Ukrainian counteroffensive to undermine reports of Ukrainian battlefield successes and accuse Ukraine 
of continued lack of interest in a potential nego tiations process.[7]  Russian forces have been conducting 
their own attacks in Luhansk and around Donetsk City almost continuously since before the Ukrainian 
counter-offensive began, moreover, a fact that Putin did not, naturally, mention.   Putin also notably 
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lauded the work of Central Military district Commander Lieutenant General Andrey Mordvichev for 
repelling Ukrainian attacks and securing advances, likely in Luhansk Oblast.[8]  

Ukrainian forces conducted counteroffensive operations on at least three sect ors of the 
front and made claimed advances in some areas. Ukrainian military sources reported that 
Ukrainian forces are achieving small successes on the southern flank of Bakhmut and are gradually 
advancing in the Berdyansk (western Donetsk-eastern Zaporizhia Oblast area) and Melitopol (in 
western Zaporizhia Oblast) directions. [9]     

Key Takeaways:  

¶ The lack of Russian milblogger reaction to a Ukrainian strike on the Chonhar 
bridge represents a notable inflection in Russian reporting on the war in Ukraine 
and may suggest that the Kremlin has directed Russian milbloggers to refrain 
from covering certain topics.  

¶ Russian President Vladimir Putin disingenuously framed the ongoing Ukrainian 
counteroffensive as inhibiting prospects for negotiations.  

¶ Ukrainian forces conducted counteroffensive operations on at least three sectors 
of the front and made claimed advances in some areas.  

¶ Russian forces conducted offensive operations along the Svatove -Kremina and 
Avdiivka -Donetsk City lines and did not make any confirmed gains in these areas.  

¶ Ukrainian forces conducted offensive operations southwest and northwest of 
Bakhmut and made claimed gains in this direction.  

¶ Ukrainian forces continued offensive operations in western Donetsk Oblast and 
western Zaporizh ia Oblast and made claimed marginal advances.  

¶ Russian sources claimed that Russian forces counterattacked and regained lost 
positions in western Donetsk and western Zaporizhia oblasts.  

¶ Russian sources claimed that Russian officials plan to regulate civil ian volunteers 
who take supplies to Russian forces in Ukraine.  

¶ Ukrainian partisans reportedly sabotaged Russian military equipment in 
occupied Mariupol, Donetsk Oblast on July 29.  
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We do not report in detail on Russian war crimes because these activities are well -
covered in Western media and do not directly affect the military operations we are 
assessing and forecasting. We will continue to evaluat e and report on the effects of 
these criminal activities on the Ukrainian military and the Ukrainian population and 
specifically on combat in Ukrainian urban areas. We utterly condemn these Russian 
violations of the laws of armed conflict, Geneva Conventio ns, and humanity even 
though we do not describe them in these reports.  

¶ Russian Main Effort ï Eastern Ukraine (comprised of two subordinate main efforts)  
¶ Russian Subordinate Main Effort #1 ï Capture the remainder of Luhansk Oblast and push 

westward into eastern Kharkiv Oblast and encircle northern Donetsk Oblast  
¶ Russian Subordinate Main Effort #2 ï Capture the entirety of Donetsk Oblast 
¶ Russian Supporting Effort ï Southern Axis 
¶ Russian Mobilization and Force Generation Efforts  
¶ Activities in Russian -occupied areas  

Russian Main Effort ï Eastern Ukraine  

Russian Subordinate Main Effort #1 ï Luhansk Oblast (Russian objective: Capture the 
remainder of Luhansk Oblast and push westward into eastern Kharkiv Oblast and 
northern Donetsk Oblast)    

Russian forces continued offensive operations along the Svatove-Kreminna line on July 30 but did not 
make confirmed gains. The Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian forces conducted 
unsuccessful offensive operations east of Berestove (20km northwest of Svatove) and near 
Novoyehorivka (16km southwest of Svatove) and Bilohorivka (12km south of Kreminna). [10]  Ukrainian 
Eastern Group of Forces Spokesperson Colonel Serhiy Cherevaty reported that there were seven combat 
engagements along the Svatove-Kreminna line and that Russ ian forces are trying to gain the initiative 
in the area.[11] The Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) claimed that elements of the Russian Western 
Grouping of Forces continued offensive operations in the direction of Novoselivske (16km northwest of 
Svatove) and advanced 300m into Ukrainian defenses.[12] A Russian milblogger claimed that Russian 
forces have established a bridgehead on the west (right) bank of the Zherebets River near Karmazynivka 
(13km southwest of Svatove) and advanced along a front 8km wide and 7km in depth in the area in the 
past week.[13] The milblogger also claimed that Russian forces are degrading Ukrainian defenses in the 
Serebryanske forest area south of Kreminna and near Torske (14km west of Kreminna), although he 
acknowledged that Russian forces are currently not able to launch significant attempts to capture 
Torske.[14]  Russian sources claimed that elements of the 252nd Motorized Rifle Regiment (3rd 
Motorized Rifle Division, 20th Combined Arms Army, Western Military District) are part icipating in 
ongoing Russian offensive operations along the Svatove-Kreminna line. [15] 

A Ukrainian official suggested that the increased Russian offensive activity along the Svatove-Kreminna 
line is a part of a prepared major offensive operation. Cherevaty stated on July 29 that Russian forces 
planned to conduct a ñstrategicò operation in the Kupyansk direction this summer and consider it a 
ñmajor offensive.ò[16]  Cherevaty stated that Russian forces deployed a considerable amount of poorly 
trained personnel  to the area for this effort. [17] Cherevaty added that Russian forces are relying on 
available infantry, Russian Airborne (VDV), and BARS (Russian Combat Reserves) formations and 
units as well as paramilitary companies (PMCs) like òVeteranyò and òTigrñ and unspecified Chechen 
òAkhmatñ forces to conduct this offensive effort.[18]   Russian forces have only made limited gains since 
increasing offensive activity in the area, and ISW has not observed visual confirmation of recent 
Russian claims of extensive advances along the Svatove-Kreminna line. [19]   Russian forces may have 
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recently increased offensive activity on  this axis to take advantage of Ukraineôs operational focus on 
more critical areas of the front, but are unlikely to make significant offensive prog ress. 

Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian forces conducted ground attacks along the Svatove-Kreminna 
line but did not advance. The Russian MoD claimed that elements of the Russian Central Grouping of 
Forces repelled three Ukrainian attacks near Kovalivka (10km southwest of Svatvoe) and in the 
Serebryanske forest area.[20]  
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